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   Paper I ( 200 Marks ) 

I. Vocabulary ( 50 Marks ) 

 

A) Choose the best answer from a, b, c and d: ( 5 x 3 = 15 Marks ) 

 

1- Despite the intensive care they have given to the patient, his 

health started to ------------- immediately after the operation. 

01- …B... 

  A- avoid  B- deteriorate  

  C- pose  D- utilise  

 

2- The two conflicting countries finally reached a ------------- 

to put an end to war. 

02- …D... 

  A- bounty  B- wealth  

  C- reward  D- consensus  

 

3- The teachings of Islam command us to deal amicably with 

all people ------------ of their nationality or religion.  

03- ...A... 

  A- regardless  B- compassionately  

  C- ultimately  D- unfortunately  

   

      

      

4- Parents should help their children ------------- the latest 

technological changes and development all over the world. 

04- …C... 

  A- put up with  B- go along with  

  C- keep up with D- come up against  

 

5- Many ----------- species of animals and birds need due care 

in order to survive the hardships of bad weather. 

05- …A... 

  A- endangered  B- extravagant  

  C- disgruntled  D- perturbed  
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B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list: (5 x 3 = 15 Marks ) 

 

( charitable /    migrants   /   commercially /   innocent /   scarcity    / devastating )

   

 

6- The majority of ------------ worldwide leave their homeland 

to look for better life. 

6- migrants 

 

 

7- An American billionaire gave most of his fortune as a ------- 

gift. It was considered the biggest donation in history. 

7- charitable  

 

 

8- The -------------- of water in many African countries lead to 

the extinction of many animals. 

8- scarcity  

 

 

9- The suspect was proved ---------- due to the clear evidence 

of fingerprints. 

9- innocent  

 

 

10- The Gulf area promises to witness a great boom ------------ 

within few years. 

10- commercially 

 

 

C) Choose the right definition for the underlined word:  

(4 x 3 = 12 Marks ) 

11- Weapons of mass destruction will permanently remain the 

greatest threats to mankind. 

11- …A.. 

  A- Lastingly 

  B- Anxiously 

  C- Finally 

  D- Without being affected by something 

 

12- Your kind donations can relief the dire conditions or people 

after the flood.  

12- …C.. 

  A- Clearly visible or understood 

  B- Growing or expanding rapidly 

  C- Extremely serious or urgent 

  D- Inspiring and elevating 

 

13- The United Nations Security Council can enforce sanctions 

to guarantee world peace. 

13- …A.. 
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  A- To put into practice 

  B- To be involved in 

  C- To try to achieve or get something  

  D- To destroy a large part of something 

 

 

14- Weather forecasting, besides latest technological 

inventions, failed to warn people against potential 

earthquakes.  

14- …C... 

  A- An obstacle or difficulty 

  B- Amount or number of something 

  C- A prediction of future value 

  D- A punishment imposed fro breaking law 

 

D) Use the following words in correct sentences : ( 4 X 2 = 8 Marks ) 

 

15- nervously : 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

16- tolerant : 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

17- extinction  

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

18- get rid of : 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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II – Grammar  ( 40 Marks ) 

 

A) Choose the correct answer: ( 5 x 3 = 15 Marks ) 

 

19-The world economic crisis started in the USA two years …………………… . 

a-for                               b-since                       c-yet                           d-ago 

 

20-Computer crimes have been increasing dramatically during the recent   

      decade …………………the laws and restrictions imposed by the international    

      community. 

a-despite                     b-although                   c-but                          d-because 

 

 

21-“Charity begins at home” is a proverb …………………….means we must help our  

     relatives and neighbours first. 

a-where                        b-that                        c-why                          d-whose 

22-I like travelling aboard Kuwait airways since it’s the …………………..air flight   

     company in the Gulf area. 

a-wonderful               b-more wonderful         c-most wonderful     d-less wonderful 

23- My father prefers living in the countryside,………….my uncle prefers the town. 

a- instead of               b- because                     c- in order to              d- whereas                  

B) Correct the verbs in brackets: ( 5 x 4 = 20 Marks ) 

24-Many species of creatures (vanish) vanished after they had suffered detrimental  

      environmental conditions.                                                                                  

25-If you heat water to 100 degrees ,it (boil) will boil / boils.                                

26-My mother (pack) is packing our suitcases right now.                               

27-The Bird’s immigration season (just start) has just started,so unfamiliar birds hover all  

      over Kuwait City nowadays.                                                                          

28- I wish I (see) had seen that film a long time ago.      
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C) Do as Shown in Brackets: ( 5 x 2 = 10 Marks ) 

29- The law protects the rights of all people in the Kuwaiti society. It is drawn from the  

      teachings of the Holy Quran.                                                   (Join using : which ) 

The law which protects the rights of all people in the Kuwaiti society is drawn from the 

teachings of the Holy Quran. 

30-The court imposed a deterrent punishment on the criminal.   (Make Passive) 

     A deterrent punishment was imposed on the criminal by the court.  

31-The American society is composed from a mixture of immigrants from all over the  

     world. 

     How is the American society composed?       (Ask a question) 

32-His Highness the Amir of Kuwait has addressed his people with a thrilling speech on  

     the National day, hasn't he?                      (Add a tag question) 

33- English is used in Kuwait as a second language.                  ( Change into negative ) 

      English isn't used in Kuwait as a second language. 

 

 -  language Functions ( 50 Marks ) 

 

B)  Write what you would say in the following situations: ( 5x5=25 Marks ) 

 

34- Your friend says that life in the future will completely change . 

 

Agreement/ Disagreement 

 

35- Your friend apologized for breaking  your mobile phone . 

 

Blame/ Release from blame 

 

36- You saw an old lady carrying heavy bags . 

 

Offering help 

37- Someone stepped on your feet while walking in the street. 

 

Apology 
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38- Your friend asked you to suggest something interesting to do at the weekend. 

   Suggestion 

 

B) Complete the following exchanges : ( 5 x 5 = 25 Marks ) 

                                                                        

39-A: You got a ticket because you drove too fast . 

   B:     ( Regret   )                     

40- A: What do you advise me to do? 

    B :    (  Advice   ) 

41-A: I promise you that it's the last time I commit such a mistake. 

     B:    ( Agreement ) 

42-A: It seem that you were in a hurry. Why? 

     B:    ( Giving reasons / Opinion ) 

43- A: ( Disapproval / Rejecting an excuse / Disagreement ) 

      B: Ok. I know that this isn't a convincing excuse. 

 

IV- Set Book ( 50 Marks ) 

A) Answer only THREE of the following questions: ( 3 x 12 =36 Marks ) 

 

44- "Just like in the rest of the world, Kuwaiti laws are made to protect the    

      individuals rights of people living there". 

 

A) Where did Kuwait draw its law mainly from? 

From the teachings of the Holy Qur'an.  

B) How do you think the society will look like in the absence of law? 

  The society will be protected. /The rights of all people of all religious persuasions    

  will be protected. / The society will be safe and tolerant. 

45- The writer says " Many Europeans migrated to the Gulf after the oil boom". 
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A) What are the different reasons that led people to leave their home countries? 

1. To seek a better life / To earn more money 

2. To find better job opportunities / To escape from wars 

B) How do you feel when you know that your family is going to move and settle in a 

different country? 

- I feel worried (concerned) because life there might be difficult. 

46-"Desertification usually occurs in dry areas where there is no rain and where the    

     climate is harsh."  

 

A) What are the different activities that caused the serious problem of desertification? 

1- The natural activities of the climate. 

2- The unacceptable activities of human beings. 

 

B) Although deserts in most countries are away from cities , many people's health is 

affected by desertification in cities. Explain how. 

1- Desertification can create conditions that produce strong winds and treacherous   

    wildfires.  

2- The soil becomes poor and unproductive. 

 

47-  "Despite the apparent diversity of cultures throuout the world, some 

ethnographers and anthropologists have set out to establish a set of universal human 

values.) 

  A) What is meant by human values? 

     - They are one's judgments about what is important in life and they are an  

        integral part of every culture.  

B) How do governments protect basic human rights? 
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    1- Establishing international organizations to embody these values 

    2- Instituting policies which aim at human rights protection. 

48- "The first paper was made from cloth nearly two thousand years ago in China." 

  A) Besides cloth, what is paper made of? 

     1- cotton fibers / grass           2- sugar cane / wood pulp 

   B) What are the benefits of recycling paper? 

          1- It is less harmful to the environment than burying it in landfill sites 

          2- When recycling paper we save much water and electricity /  

              We produce 95% less air pollution 

 

B) Answer only TWO of the following questions:  ( 2 x12 = 24 Marks ) 

Literature Time 

 

49-"Henry's character changed dramatically and the royal qualities he possessed shone  

      Through." 

     A- Compare Henry's character before and after becoming the King of England. 

        - Before becoming a king he was known for his ill-mannered and wild behaviour/  

         He spent much of his time with uneducated people 

       - After becoming a king he was righteous, merciful and remarkably intelligent.     

 

     B- In your point of view what good qualities must a good ruler possess? 

       - He should be wise, knowledgeable, just and righteous. 

 

50- " King Henry used this insult as a pretext to wage war on France." 

     A) What is the reason king Henry gives for waging war on France? 

         - When the Daughin ( the eldest son of the king of France ) sent Henry tennis balls   

            as a reminder to the king of his mischievous youth. 
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       B) What did the French try to do in order to avoid war? 

          - They tried to bribe certain English courtiers to kill the English king. 

 

51- "The king of France sent his messenger with a promise to communicate his final  

      decision by the next day. He was faced with a very difficult choice." 

 

        A) What were the choices that the king of France faced? 

              1- He should be well armed to stand against the English force. 

              2- He decided to grant the French one final chance to surrender the throne   

                   peacefully. 

 

       B- Mention a situation in which choice was not an easy task for you.  

       - The king of France always remembers the great line of English kings who had    

           conquered France several times in history.  

 

 

 

 

 

End of Test 

Best of Luck 


